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The literature on problem solving indicates that focusing on strategies for specific types of
problems may be more beneficial than seeking to determine grand, general problem solving
strategies that work across large domains. Given this guideline, we seek to understand and map
out different strategies students’ used in the specific context of volumes of revolution problems
from calculus. Our study demonstrates the complex nature of solving volumes of revolution
problems based on the multitude of diverse paths the students in our study took to achieve the
desired “epistemic form” of an integral expression for a given volume problem. While the largegrained, overarching strategy for these students did not differ much, the complexity came in how
the student carried out each step in their overall strategy.
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Introduction
Helping students become proficient in problem solving, or the ability to complete a task
where a solution is not immediately known, is an important goal in mathematics education
(Lester, 2013; National Research Council, 2001; Schoenfeld, 1992). In the last several decades,
researchers have studied problem solving and students’ problem solving abilities (Lesh &
Zawojewski, 2007; Schoenfeld, 1992), and one critical finding has been that it is difficult to
determine general problem solving strategies that are useful for any situation. Researchers argue
that coming up with a list of strategies for problem solving is difficult because lists are either too
small and cannot account for all situations, or too broad such that students are left without a
sufficient guide for which strategies to use (Lesh & Zawojewski, 2007). While it is difficult to
find strategies to solve problems generally, some researchers have suggested that it may be more
beneficial instead to develop strategies for particular types of problems (Lesh & Zawojewski,
2007; Schoenfeld, 1992).
Calculus problems involving volumes of revolution may provide just such a context, since
they are not so broad that it becomes impractical to develop general problem solving strategies,
yet are complex in that there is no single set procedure to find a solution and students cannot
simply memorize one template to apply to all problems. Students need to choose between using
the disk, washer, and shell methods and must choose whether to integrate with respect to dx or
dy. Students must also be able to recall and apply knowledge from a range of different
mathematical topics (e.g. integration techniques, geometry, and solving equations). Also, we
have found no literature on student understanding of volumes of revolution, meaning that it is an
area in need of exploration. Thus, in this paper we examine the strategies students use to solve
volumes of revolution problems. In particular, this paper is meant to address the following
questions: (1) What strategies did students use when solving volumes of revolution problems?
(2) What particular features of the problems guided or focused the students in their problem
solving strategies?

Epistemic Forms and Games
In investigating problem solving strategies for volumes of revolution, we employ the lens of
epistemic games (Collins & Ferguson, 1993). Epistemic games provide a useful language for
describing how students go from a starting condition, which in our case is the initial volume of
revolution problem, to a desired outcome called an epistemic form. An epistemic form consists of
“an external structure or representations and the cognitive tools to… interpret that structure”
(Redish, 2004, p. 30). Collins and Ferguson provided examples of possible epistemic forms like
lists, charts, and diagrams, and Redish added to the list things like an abacus or a graph. In our
study, the specific “external structure” that makes up the epistemic form is an integral expression
that is set up to match the volume of the particular solid given in a problem.
In order to advance from the starting condition to the epistemic form, one must make moves,
which in our case consists of actions (mental or physical) that a student performs to achieve the
desired form. The overall activity of taking the starting condition, making moves, and arriving at
an epistemic form is called an epistemic game (Collins & Ferguson, 1993). Recently researchers
in physics education have used epistemic games as a means to analyze how students problem
solve in physics tasks (Black & Wittmann, 2007; Tuminaro & Redish, 2007), and we extend this
to investigate students’ problem solving strategies in mathematics contexts as well. Depending
on the grain size one uses in analyzing the moves that constitute an epistemic game, the
description one provides of a student’s epistemic game can vary (Black & Wittmann, 2007). In
this study, we examine both larger-grained and smaller-grained games, and we define a global
game as one that describes the general moves a student makes and a local game as one that is
played out within each of the moves of a global game.
Methods
For this study, eight students from a second semester calculus course were invited to
participate in a one-hour interview regarding volumes of revolution problems. The students came
from a course in which the instructor had attended to a conceptual development of the disk and
shell methods and had also given examples of some cases where each method would not work,
given the techniques available to the class. In order to get a range of participants, students were
chosen based on their responses to four quiz problems given in class. Three students (Gabi,
Doug, Trevor) got all four quiz problems correct, two students (Sarah, Frank) got three correct,
two students (Bryan, Claire) got two correct, and one student (John) got only one correct. In the
interview, the students were asked to set up integrals for four standard, textbook-style volumes of
revolution problems, where a region bounded by certain curves is rotated around either the x- or
y-axis (such as in Stewart, 2012, p. 430-445). The problems indicated in words to take the region
bounded by the following curves and rotate it around the specified axis, and to determine the
volume of the generated solid: (1) y  1  x , y  2 x , y  0 around x-axis; (2) y  1  x ,
y  2 x , y  0 around y-axis; (3) f ( x)  4 x  12 x 4 , y  0 around y-axis; (4) f ( x)  4 x  12 x 4 ,
y  0 around x-axis. Graphs of the functions in each problem were also provided to the students.
The students were asked to discuss their thinking aloud and the interviewer asked clarifying
questions while the student worked.
The videotaped interviews were first watched to record the steps the individual students took
in setting up the integrals. These steps were used to define a set of “moves” for the global
epistemic games the students played. Once these moves had been described, the videos were
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but would begin directly applying a memorizzed formula for the volum
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These
are summ
marized in Fiigure 6.
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nd the finding
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which we disscuss togetheer
due to sp
pace limitatio
ons, consisteed of writing
g out the actuual integral eexpression foor the volum
me of
revolutio
on problem, with
w some moderate
m
variation existinng in how thhe students pplayed this loocal
game (seee Figure 8). Four studen
nts first found all the infoormation theey needed to set up the
integrand
d, began to write
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the inteegral expresssion, and theen would retuurn to the prroblem to finnd
limits of integration. Sarah, howeever, began setting up ann integral bef
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Discussion
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In thiis study, we have analyzzed and mapp
ped out diffeerent epistem
mic games thhat students
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n the volumees of revolutiion problems. We identiified both gloobal games ffor the entiree
problem solving proccess, as well as the local games that made up thee individual m
moves of thee
global gaames. In this way, we haave attended to both the llarger-graineed and smalller-grained
strategiess enacted by
y the studentss in this stud
dy as they soolved volumees of revoluttion problem
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We note thatt this
type of overall global game resem
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Tuminaro
o and Reddish (2007) in
n physics pro
oblem solvinng contexts. A
As such, it iss possible thhat
learning to solve volu
umes of revo
olution problems could hhave potentiial effects onn some aspeccts of
students’ physics pro
oblem solvin
ng.
We also
a concludee that solving volumes of
o revolutionn problems m
may be at thee right level oof
complexiity according
g to the prob
blem solving
g literature, w
which suggests that conttexts that aree
neither to
oo broad norr too narrow may provid
de the best seetting for devveloping prooblem solvinng
strategiess (Lesh & Zaawojewski, 2007).
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The volumes
v
of rrevolution prroblem conteext was cleaarly

shown in this paper to be anything but trivial, but is also confined to a more narrow domain, so
that strategies can be (and were!) developed by students. No student had a memorized template
for all volume problems, meaning that they all engaged in problem solving at some level.
In regards to being able to solve volumes of revolution problems specifically, our data
suggests that some moves may be especially useful, including visualizing the volumes of
revolution, being equally comfortable with all available methods, checking to see which methods
are feasible, determining which method uses fewer integrals, and examining which methods
involve simpler algebra. Consequently it may be useful for calculus instructors to spend time
developing some of these local games. For instance, an instructor may wish to have their
students draw out solids of revolution so that they can become comfortable visualizing the
desired object, or to have students examine the number of integrals required to work out a
problem with respect to dx versus dy. While this list certainly does not contain all useful
strategies in solving volumes of revolution problems, we believe that understanding which
moves are useful can help students develop flexible problem solving strategies regarding
volumes of revolution.
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